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Training Outline  (Day 1)

• Monday 25th February
–Introduction to ROOT

• We will have an overview of CERN, the LHC and its experiments. The 
computer and software activities at CERN will be shown. We introduce ROOT, 
with a brief description of its main functionalities.

–   Starting Using ROOT
• We will start working on the ROOT prompt, to know what a ROOT macro is. 

We will then start using the function objects in ROOT to plot mathematical 
functions. Afterwards, we will introduce the class for plotting data points 
(Graphs) and the histograms.
We will have lectures followed by hands-on exercises, putting the learned 
concepts into practice. 

–  Introduction to C++
• We will introduce some basic concepts in C++ needed for using ROOT.
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Training Outline  (Day 2)

• Tuesday 26th February
–Working with Histograms

• We will see in more detail the histogram classes in ROOT (in one and multi-
dimensions). We will learn also how to perform operations on histograms such 
as merging or rebinning. We will have also a closer look at the visualization of 
histograms and other ROOT data objects. 

–Fitting in ROOT
• We will learn about fitting and how it is performed in ROOT. We will see in 

detail the various fitting options available in ROOT and how to use them. We 
will have also a closer look on how to generate random numbers and random 
data distributions in ROOT. 
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Training Outline  (Day 3)

• Wednesday 27th February
–Introduction to ROOT I/O and Tree

• We will introduce first the notion of reflection required by ROOT to store C++ 
objects to a file. We will then learn how to store objects in a file and how to 
retrieve objects such as histograms.
Afterwards we will start introducing the ROOT tree, starting from the simplest 
case, a set of tabular data (an ntuple) going to a tree composed by C++ 
objects. We will learn how to create, fill with data and write a tree in a file. 
Then we will look at how to read a tree, query and analyse its data. 
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Training Outline  (Day 4)

• Thursday 28th February
–Working with IRMM data

• We will work on some data examples provided by IRMM. 
• The first example is based on spectrum data. We will start from the data in 

Excel or text format and we will make a ROOT histogram representing the 
spectrum. We will then work on fitting the peaks of this spectrum with various 
possible functions and study as well the statistical significance of some of 
these peaks. 

• The second example is based on some data from the Pacman spectrometer. 
We will create a ROOT Tree from text files containing the data and we will then 
analyze the data, by creating spectrum histograms that will be fitted. 
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Training Outline  (Day 4)

• Friday 1st March
–Introduction to RooFit and RooStats

• We will see what RooFit is and look at an overview of its basic functionalities 
such as creating fitting models and using them to fit data sets or to generate 
random pseudo data sets. The RooFit capabilities of building complex models 
in RooFit from a set of standard functions will be presented. Afterwards we will 
have a brief introduction to RooStats, a framework for statistical calculations 
based on RooFit.

–Overview of any other ROOT topics
• A presentation of  other ROOT topics on request (e.g PROOF, VirtualMC, 

TMVA). 
• Have a closer look at some of the concepts which have been introduced in the 

previous lectures.
• The topics will be chosen based on your feedback during the course.
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What is CERN ?

• An international research organization 
 „Conseil Européen pour la Recherche 
 Nucléaire”

• Founded in 1954 by 12 members

• These days there are 20 member states

• One of the world’s largest research labs at the Franco-Swiss 
border near Geneva 
– more than 10,000 (visiting) scientists work here

• Finding out what the Universe is made of and how it works.
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At CERN, the world’s largest 
and most complex scientific 
instruments are used to study 
the fundamental particles. 

By studying what happens 
when these particles collide, 
physicists learn about the laws 
of Nature.

What do we do at CERN ?
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LHC — the Large Hadron Collider 
— is a collider ring, 23 km in 
diameter about 
100 m below surface.

Four large experiments use the 
LHC as a giant microscope

Started in 2009 and will run until 
approx. 2030

The LHC
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The LHC Experiments

• ALICE, ATLAS, CMS LHCb
– with more than 10000 physicists
– billion of events are collected

every year
• more than 50 PB/year
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THE first web server

Computer Science at CERN

• To fulfill its goals, CERN has always been pushing the limits 
of computing technology

–While searching for a solution for remote information 
exchange between physicists Tim Berners-Lee invented 
the web 

–The immense data collected at CERN (~130 PB at LHC 
so far) required the LHC Computing Grid for distributed 
processing and storage, anticipating many cloud 
concepts.

–In general, strong do-it-yourself attitude
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Software at CERN

• About 50 million lines of code (MLOC) in C++, largely 
by physicists. 

• Covering a very wide range of domains (grid 
middleware, physics applications, data storage, 
conference organization, document handling , ...)

• Most of these are either made available as open-
source software or are existing open-source projects 
CERN contributes to.

14
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The LHC software stack

• Each experiment maintains its own software

–Few hundred part-time developers (mostly PhD 
students)

–More a bazaar than a cathedral

• CERN provides common infrastructure:

–Fundamental software products and libraries

–Consistent stack of external software

–Manages part of the development infrastructure
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• The SFT group is part of the CERN Physics (PH) 
department.

• The SFT group develops and maintains common 
scientific software for the physics experiments in close 
collaboration with the PH experimental groups, the 
CERN IT department and the University institutes.

• The majority of the group is involved in projects 
organised as part of the Application Area of the LHC 
Computing Grid (LCG).

• Several group members have direct responsibilities in 
software projects of the LHC experiments.

The PH-SFT Group at CERN

16
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The SFT Projects
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What’s ROOT ?

18

Brief overview of ROOT and its functionality 
before starting to use it
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ROOT in a nutshell

• Framework for large scale data handling
• Provides, among others,

– an efficient data storage, access and query system 
(PetaBytes)

– advanced statistical analysis: histogramming, fitting, 
minimization and multi-variate analysis algorithms

– scientific visualization: 2D and 3D graphics, Postscript, PDF, 
LateX

– geometrical modeler
– PROOF parallel query engine

• An Open Source Project
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• Started in 1995  by R. Brun and F. Rademakers.

• Available (including the source) under GNU LGPL.
• 7 full time developers at CERN, plus 2 at Fermilab 

(Chicago).
• Many contributors from high energy physics experiments 

which uses ROOT as base for their software frameworks.
• Large number of part-time developers.  
• Several thousands of users giving feedback and a very 

long list of small contributions.

ROOT: An Open Source Project

20
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Why ROOT ?

• The analysis of data coming from LHC experiments 
and not only requires a powerful and general toolkit
–Visualisation
–Statistical studies
–Data reduction
–Multivariate techniques

• A scalable and reliable persistency method is needed 
to write the data on disks and tapes.
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ROOT Application Domains

Data Storage: Local, Network

Data Analysis & Visualization

General Framework

22
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ROOT Libraries

• Overview of ROOT libraries and their dependencies

23

- 1,700,000 lines of 
code.

- More than 100 
shared libraries

- Fully cross-
platform: Unix/
Linux, MacOS and 
Windows.

- More than 500000 
downloads (since 
1997)
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The Interpreter

• ROOT is shipped with an interpreter, CINT*
– C++ not trivial to interpret and not foreseen in the language 

standard!
• Provides interactive shell.
• Can interpret “macros” 

(not compiled programs)
– Rapid prototyping possible.

• ROOT provides also Python bindings:
– Can use Python interpreter directly after a simple import ROOT !!

* Starting from ROOT 6, the interpreter will be Cling (based on Clang)

24

$"root$%b
root$[0]$3$*$3
(const$int)9
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Persistency (I/O)

• ROOT offers the possibility to write C++ objects to file
– Extraordinary: impossible in native C++!
– Used for petabytes/year rates of LHC detectors.
– Achieved with serialization of the object using the reflection 

provided by the CINT dictionary.
• Single objects, collections, object trees

– Basically one method for all ROOT objects: TObject::Write   

25

Event$1

Event$N

Event$2

Event$3
……..

LEP$style$flat$n-tuples$
evolved$in$more$efficient$
trees$(fast$access,$read$
ahead)

Cornerstone$of$the$storage$
of$experimental$data
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 ROOT Math/Stat Libraries

TMinuitTFumili

Minuit2

Fitting and Minimization

Linear Fitter

Quadp

Basic algorithms 
and functionsMath Interfaces

MathCore

FFTW

Extra Libraries

Unuran
FoamMLP

Linear Algebra
SMatrix

TMatrix

GenVector
Physics Vectors

TVector3/TLV

RooFit TMVA
High Level Analysis Libraries 
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MathMore
 Algorithms and functions

GSL

Core 
libraries

Histogram Library

TH1 TF1 TGraph

uses

plug-ins

RooStats

• ROOT provides a reach set of mathematical libraries and tools needed 
for event reconstruction, simulation and statistical data analysis
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Graphics in ROOT

• Many plots available for data analysis:
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2D Graphics

• New functionality 
added at every new 
release

• Always new 
requests for new 
style of plots

• Can save graphics in 
many formats: 
ps,pdf,svg,jpeg,
png,c,root

28
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3D Graphics 

“SURF”
“LEGO”

TF3

TH3

TGLParametric
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• Geometry Toolkit
– Represent geometries as complex as LHC detectors.

• Event Display (EVE)
– Visualise particles collisions within detectors.

• PROOF: Parallel ROOT Facility
– Multi-process approach to parallelism
– A system to run ROOT queries in parallel on a large number of distributed 

computers
– Proof-lite: does not need a farm,

uses all the cores on a desktop machine

Other ROOT Features

30
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Summary

• CERN represents excellence in the field of Particle Physics 
research. To cope with the needs, it always pushed 
innovation in IT technologies.

• ROOT: complete analysis framework offering a C++ 
interpreter, a powerful persistency mechanism, advanced 
mathematical tools and even a parallel facility
– it is designed for data analysis of very large shared data 

sets
– it is the result of 18 years of cooperation between the 

development team and thousands of heterogeneous users
– it is used extensively and profitably by physicists

• all Higgs discovery plots made with ROOT

• We will see now how to start using ROOT !
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Outline

• Starting to work from the ROOT prompt
–ROOT as a calculator

• Creating and plotting functions 
• Plotting data measurements
• Introduction to histograms
• Plotting one-dimensional histograms

We will have interleaving lectures and exercises 

Documentation is all available at the ROOT Web site
http://root.cern.ch
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ROOT Download & Installation

• Download from ROOT Web site http://root.cern.ch
• Binaries for Linux, MacOS and Windows
• Source files can be built

with:
• ./configure 
make

• CMake
– see the instructions

on the Web site for 
building from sources

3

• For the training ROOT should have been already installed !
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LET’S FIRE UP ROOT !

Assuming ROOT is now properly installed in your system
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Starting Up ROOT

ROOT is prompt-based. Launch ROOT: !

The ROOT Prompt will appear:

It “speaks” C++:

$"root 

root"[0]"gROOT->GetVersion();
(const"char*"0x5ef7e8)"5.27/04"

root"[0]"_
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ROOT As Pocket Calculator

Calculations:

Uses C++ Interpreter CINT

root"[0]"sqrt(42)
(const"double)6.48074069840786038e+00
root"[1]"double"val"="0.17;
root"[2]"sin(val)
(const"double)1.69182349066996029e-01
root"[2]"TMath::Erf(1.)
(Double_t)8.42700792949714783e-01
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ROOT Prompt

?!Why C++ and not a scripting language?!
! You'll write your code in C++, too. Support for 

python, ruby,… exists.

? Why a prompt instead of a GUI?

! ROOT is a programming framework, not an 
office suite. Use GUIs where needed.
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Running Code

Macro: a file that is interpreted by CINT 
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int"mymacro(int"value)
{
""int"ret"="42;
""ret"+="value;
""return"ret;
}

• Create a new file, mymacro.C
• Edit the file and include these above lines. 
• Execute from the root prompt:

root [0] .x mymacro.C(42)
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Compiling Code: ACLic

• Load code as shared lib, much faster:

• Uses the system's compiler, takes seconds
• Subsequent .x mymacro.C+(42) check for changes, 

only rebuild if needed
• Exactly as fast as Makefile based stand-alone binary!
• CINT knows types and functions in the file

–e.g. call

9

root [0] .x mymacro.C+(42)

root [1] mymacro(43)
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Compiled versus Interpreted

10

? Why compile?
! Faster execution, CINT has limitations, 

validate code.

? Why interpret?
! Faster Edit → Run → Check result → Edit 

cycles ("rapid prototyping").
Scripting is sometimes just easier.

? Are Makefiles dead?
! Yes! ACLiC is even platform independent!
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Controlling ROOT

• Useful CINT commands from the ROOT prompt: 
– quit ROOT

– to get the list of available commands

– to access the shell of the OS (e.g UNIX or MS/DOS)

– to execute a macro (add a + at the end for compiling with ACLIC)

– to load a macro 
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root [1] .q

root [1] .?

root [1] .!  <OS_command>

root [1] .x <file_name>

root [1] .L <file_name>

e.g.:   .! pwd 

e.g.:   .x mymacro.C
      .x mymacro.C+

e.g.:   .L mymacro.C
      .L mymacro.C+
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Time for Exercises!
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Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013StartingROOTExercises

and solve exercise 1 
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Plotting a function

• Start using one of basics ROOT classes - the 
function class TF1:

• Draw the function:

13

root [0] TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,”sin(x)/x”,0,10);

root [1] f1->Draw();

function 
range pointer object 

name
function type 
(formula)
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ROOT Canvas

• The Function will be drawn in a ROOT Canvas
–The Canvas has a GUI Menu 
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Function With Parameters

• Use the ROOT formula syntax to create a function with 
parameters, e.g. 2 parameters called [0] and [1]:

• Need to set the parameter values (by defaults the 
parameters have zero initial values):

• Can also use the GUI (function editor) to change the 
function parameters.

15

root [2] TF1 * f2 = new TF1(“f2”,”[0]*sin([1]*x)/x”,0,10);

root [3] f2->SetParameter(0,1);

root [4] f2->SetParameter(1,1);

root [5] f2->Draw();
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GUI Editor for ROOT Objects

• View the GUI Editor from the Canvas View Menu

16
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Function GUI Editor 

• Click on the function with the mouse
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Function GUI Editor: Set Parameters

• Click on “Set Parameters”

18
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Time for Exercises!
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Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013StartingROOTExercises

and solve exercise 2 
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Mathematical Functions in ROOT

• TMath: a namespace providing the following functionality:
– Numerical constants.
– Trigonometric and elementary mathematical functions.
– Functions to work with arrays and collections (e.g sort, min max of arrays,...)
– Statistic Functions (e.g. Gauss)
– Special Mathematical Functions (e.g. Bessel functions)
– For more details, see the reference documentation of TMath.

• Functions provided in ROOT::Math namespace
– special functions (many implemented using the Gnu Scientific Library)
– statistical functions
– For more details, see the reference documentation of ROOT::Math functions

20

TMath::Gaus( x, mean, sigma);

ROOT::Math::cyl_bessel_i(nu,x);
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ROOT::Math Statistical Functions

21

• Statistical Functions are provided in a 
coherent naming scheme  

• probability density functions (pdf)
• i.e. normal distribution: 

• normal_pdf( x, sigma, mu)

• cumulative distributions (cdf)
• lower tail:  normal_cdf (x, sigma, mu)
• upper tail: normal_cdf_c (x, sigma, mu)

• inverse of cumulative distributions (quantiles)
• inverse of lower cumulative

• normal_quantile (z, sigma)

• inverse of lower cumulative
• normal_quantile_c (z, sigma)

• All major statistical distributions available
• normal, lognormal, Landau, Cauchy, χ2, gamma,

 beta, F, t, poisson, binomial, etc..

• Defined as free functions in ROOT::Math 
namespace 
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Examples for using Distributions

• p values
–probability after a fit

• significance : (number of sigma’s)
– probability α to observe s or larger signal in the case of pure background 

fluctuation

– implementation is careful to avoid numerical error
• uses inverse error function or its complement depending on 

whether α is close to 0 or 1. 

22

double prop = ROOT::Math::chisquared_cdf_c(val, ndf);

double sig = ROOT::Math::normal_quantile_c(alpha,1.);
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Plotting Measurements

• The Graph class (TGraph):
–for plotting and analyzing 2-dimensional data (X,Y),
–contains a set of N distinct points (Xi , Yi) i = 1,..N.
–can be constructed from a set of x,y arrays:

– or directly from a text file containing rows of (X,Y) data 

23

root [1] double x[] = { 1,2,3,4,5};

root [2] double y[] = { 0.5,2.,3.,3.2,4.7};
root [3] TGraph * g = new TGraph(5,x,y);

root [1] TGraph * g = new TGraph(“XYData.txt”);
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Displaying a Graph

• To display the graph: 

–option “A”  means displaying the axis,
–option “P” means displaying the points.

24

root [4] g->Draw(“AP”);

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

1

2

3

4

5

Graph

root [4] g->SetMarkerStyle(20);

To change the point markers do: 
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Markers and Colors

• Available markers in ROOT 

• Available Colors
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ROOT Color Wheel

you can access 
them from the 
Canvas View Menu
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Types of Graphs

• ROOT provides various types of Graphs:
–TGraph :  (x,y) data points.

–TGraphErrors: 
• (x,y) data points with error bars (σx,σy).

–TGraphAsymmErrors: 
• (x,y) data points with asymmetric error bars [(σ-x,σ+x),(σ-y,σ+y)].

26

TGraphErrors *gr = new TGraphErrors(n,x,y,ex,ey);
gr->SetTitle("TGraphErrors Example");
gr->SetMarkerColor(4);
gr->SetMarkerStyle(21);
gr->Draw("ALP");

Use the drawing option “L” for displaying a 
line connecting the points
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Graphs Drawing Options

• The drawing of Graphs is done via the TGraphPainter
–see http://root.cern.ch/root/html/TGraphPainter.html
– the documentation lists all drawing options for the 

different types of graphs available in ROOT
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Time for Exercises!

28

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013StartingROOTExercises

and solve exercise 3 
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Histograms

• What is a histogram? 
– from Wikipedia:
– a histogram is a graphical representation showing a visual impression of the distribution of data. It is an estimate of the 

probability distribution of a continuous variable and was first introduced by Karl Pearson.[1]

–  A histogram consists of tabular frequencies, shown as adjacent rectangles, erected over discrete intervals (bins), with an 
area equal to the frequency of the observations in the interval.

– The height of a rectangle is also equal to the frequency density of the interval, i.e., the frequency divided by the width of 
the interval. The total area of the histogram is equal to the number of data entries.
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Histograms in ROOT

• Used to display and estimate the distribution of a variable 
(e.g. observed energy spectrum) 
– visualize number of events in a certain range, called bin
– bins typically have equal widths, but not always

• ROOT supports histograms with equal and variable bins

• Histograms can be used for further analysis
– e.g to understand the underlying parent distribution

• ROOT provides various types of histograms depending on: 
–contained data type (double, float, integer, char)
–choice of uniform or variable bins
–dimension (1,2 or 3)

30
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How to use ROOT Histograms

• Example of creating a one-dim. histogram:

• Filling histogram:

31

TH1D * h1 = new TH1D(“h1”,”Example histogram”,40,-4.,4.);

name title number
of bins

min,max
values

histogram type 
TH1D:   one-dimension 
using double types

h1->Fill(x); Fill the histogram with one observation “

for (int i = 0; i<1000; ++i) { 

double x = gRandom->Gaus(0,1);

h1->Fill(x);

}

Fill the histogram with
1000  gaussian distributed
random numbers

axis settings
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Displaying ROOT histograms

• Drawing histograms in a ROOT canvas:

32

h1->Draw();
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The histogram statistics:
• Total number of entries
• Sample Mean 
• Sample Standard 

Deviation (RMS)

histogram name
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Histogram Statistics

• To extract statistics information from an histogram:

33

root [] h1->GetEntries()
(const Double_t)1.00000000000000000e+03
root [] h1->Integral()
(const Double_t)1.00000000000000000e+03
root [] h1->GetMean()
(const Double_t)1.10172792035927100e-02
root [] h1->GetMeanError()
(const Double_t)3.18311744869313878e-02
root [] h1->GetRMS()
(const Double_t)1.00659011976944801e+00
root [] h1->GetRMSError()
(const Double_t)2.25080393328414077e-02
root [] h1->GetSkewness()
(const Double_t)1.17820738464490191e-01
root [] h1->GetKurtosis()
(const Double_t)2.58961968358840000e-01
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Histogram Drawing Options

• Various drawing options are available:
– draw error bars on every bin 

– “SAME”

• draw the histogram on the canvas without replacing what 
is already there

• use to plot one histogram on top of another
•  The default drawing option is “HIST” for histograms without errors 

(unweighted histograms) and “E” for weighted histograms
• For displaying the histogram in log scale in one axis, e.g. the y axis: 

34

h1->Draw(“E”);

h1->Draw(“SAME”);

gPad->SetLogy();
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Histogram Drawing Options

• Histogram drawing is handled internally by the 
THistPainter class.

• The documentation for all the drawing options can be found 
in the class reference page
– http://root.cern.ch/root/html/THistPainter.html
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Time for Exercises!

36

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013StartingROOTExercises

and solve exercise 4 
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Global Pointers

• gSystem!: Interface to the operating system.

• gStyle : Interface to the current graphics style.

• gPad!: Interface to the current graphics Pad.

• gROOT!: Entry point to the ROOT system.

• gRandom: Interface to the current random number generator.
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Summary

• How to work from the ROOT prompt
–how to run interpreted C/C++ code
–what is a ROOT macro
–how to run compiled macro with ACLic

• Started looking at some basics ROOT objects
–functions
–graphs for plotting measurements
–histograms

• How to plot these objects

• We did not pay attention at the C++ syntax
–next lecture will look in more detail at C++

38
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C++ Introduction

• C++ is an object-oriented programming language 
• C++ is one of the most complicated programming 

languages around
• But as well one of the most powerful ones

– ROOT uses C++ for its purposes
– In this presentation we focus only on the basics needed 

for standard data analysis and plotting

2
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Hello World!

–Our first C++ program

3

#include <iostream>

int main() {
  std::cout << “Hello World!” << std::endl;
  return 0;
}

Important! Each statement has 
to end with a semicolon!
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Hello World!

–Our second C++ program

4

#include <iostream>

// A comment line
int main() {
  double aNumber(3);
  aNumber = 10 + aNumber;
  std::cout << aNumber << std::endl;
  return 0;
}
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Time for Exercises!

5

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013CppExercises

and solve exercises 1 and 2.
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Variables and basic C++ types

• Every variable used has to be declared 

• Many numerical built-in types available

6

C++ type Meaning Range

int Integer +/- 2147483648
float Floating-point +/- 3 * 10**38

double Floating-point +/- 2 * 10**308
bool Boolean value true,false
short Integer +/- 32768

long long Integer 9*10**18
char Character Integer -128 to 127

type name(initial value);

double temperature(20.5);
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Operations on variables

• Assignment 

• Arithmetic operations

7

Operator Meaning
-a Sign change

a*b Multiplication
a/b Division

a%b Modulus
a+b Addition
a-b Subtraction

name = new value;

int i(1);  
i = i + 1;  //now i is 2!
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Operations on variables

• Special operators 

• Usual operator precedence

8

int i(1);  
i += 3;
i *= 3;
++i;

a = b+2*-c + d %e;

a = (b+ (2*(-c) ) ) + (d%e);
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Control Structures - if-then-else

• Non-trivial computations are possible as well 

• Conditions can be much more complex

9

...
double result;
a = some value;
if (a == 0) {
   std::cout << “something” << std::endl;
   result = a;
} else {
   result = 12/a;
}
...

if (some condition) { what to do; }

if ( (a > 4 && b < 3) || c < 5) { ... }
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Logical operations

• Relational (comparison) operators

• Be careful! “==” and “=” are different !
• Logical operations

10

Operator Meaning
 == Equal
 != Not equal
< Less than

<= Less or equal
> Greater than

>= Greater or equal

Operator Meaning
! Not

!= Exclusive Or
&& And
|| Or
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Control Structures - loops

• Sometimes an operation needs to be repeated a 
certain number of times

11

...
double result(1);
for (int i = 0; i < 42; ++i)
{
  result *= i;
}
...

increment i after each step

repeat while this is true
what to start with
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Control Structures - loops II

• Sometimes an operation needs to be repeated as 
long as a certain condition is true

12

...
double result = 0;
int i = 0;
while ( i < n) {
  result *= 4;
  ++i; 
}

...
double result = 0;
int i = 0;
do {
  result *= 4;
  ++i; 
} while (i < n);

check first, then do

first do, then check
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Time for Exercises!

13

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013CppExercises

and solve exercises 3 and 4.
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Using Functions

• Programs can be split into logical pieces
– these are called functions

14

// Declaration
double calculateSquare(double input); 

name of the function

type of the input (arguments)type of the output

// Implementation / Definition
double calculateSquare(double input)
{
  return input*input;
}

calculate and return the output
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Passing Arguments around

• Normal case in C/C++ is passing by value

–Only the value of a variable is passed to a subroutine

–For objects a copy is passed

–If the subroutine changes the object, only the copy is 
changed
• usually not what is intended

• To pass the variable itself, we can pass a pointer to 
the variable
–technically, a pointer contains the address where to find 

the object in memory
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Pointers

–A pointer points to some position in memory and keeps 
track of the variable type stored therein

–The following is valid C++ syntax but dangerous

16

int i(1);  
std::cout << “Address of i: ” << &i << std::endl; 

// declare a pointer to an integer
int* intPointer = &i;

std::cout << “Address of i: ” << intPointer << std::endl; 
std::cout << “Value of i: ” << *intPointer << std::endl;

// declare a pointer but forget to set it properly
int* intPointer;
std::cout << “Value: ” << *intPointer << std::endl;
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References

– Passing pointers works, but makes code hard to write 
and read

– There is usually a better choice - using references
• A reference is another name for any kind of variable

17

void sort (double* d1, double* d2) {
   if (*d2 > *d1) {
      double d = *d1;
      *d1 = *d2;
      *d2 = d;  
   }
}

...
double  a = 1.1;
double  b = 2.2;
double& c = a;
a = 5;
std:: cout << c << std::endl;
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References II

– Let’s look at the sort function again

–Passing a reference is like passing a pointer, but:
• you don’t need to be careful on passing the arguments in
• the code is cleaner to read
• the reference behaves like the object itself
• Less error-prone on initialisation

18

void sort (double& d1, double& d2) {
   if (d2 > d1) {
      double d = d1;
      d1 = d2;
      d2 = d;  
   }
}
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Classes and Objects
• Often several variables and several functions only make sense if used 

together
– The combination of data and functions is called a class
– The provided functions are called “methods” and the data called “members”
– Each individual class is a new data type and can be used as follows:

– Two ways of creating and using an object of a certain class
• Using a variable

• Using a pointer 

• When creating using “new” you have as well to “delete” the object yourself!

19

Person aPerson(“name”,20);
std::cout << aPerson.getAge() << std::endl;
std::cout << aPerson.getName() << std::endl;

Person aPerson(“name”,20);
aPerson.getAge();

Person* aPersonPointer = new Person(“name”,20);
aPerson->getAge(); //short for (*aPerson).getAge()
...
delete aPersonPointer;
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Objects and Classes

• Class: a certain kind of object (e.g. cat)
• Object: a concrete instance of a class (like the cat of your neighbour)

• With classes we have
– A close coupling between data and functions that work on the data
– the possibility to hide how some piece of code works, we see only 
what it does
• You want to know how to get your money from an ATM, not build 

one your own
• What is made available to the user is called “interface”

– the possibility to divide our code into small pieces that are individually 
simple and therefore easier to maintain

• Object-oriented programming is the paradigm followed in modern 
applications and libraries

20
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A Taste of Inheritance

• Inheritance: a fundamental concept in C++
– Used basically everywhere

• A derived (“daughter”) class can “inherit” 
methods and members from the mother 
class

• Suppose to have a mother class: vehicle
– vehicle provides a method, double 

getMaxSpeed()

• Suppose2 derived classes: chariot and car
– Both are vehicles. Inheritance makes sense: 

they share functionalities
– It is possible to call the method getMaxSpeed() 

from the inherited classes as well - not always 
needed to re-implement it!

• Specialisation of derived classes is natural:
– chariot could implement getHorsesNumber() 

while car getFuelType()

21

Vehicle
Methods:
double getMaxSpeed()
[...]

Car
Methods:
double 
getMaxSpeed()

Chariot
Methods:
double 
getMaxSpeed()
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Time for Exercises!

22

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013CppExercises

and solve exercises 5 and 6.
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Mathematical functions

24

Function Meaning
sin(x) Sine
cos(x) Cosine
tan(x) Tangent
asin(x) Arc sine
acos(x) Arc cosine
atan(x) Arc tangent

atan2(x,y) Arc tangent (x/y)
exp(x) Exponential
log(x) Natural logarithm

log10(x) Logarithm, base 10
abs(x) Absolute value
sqrt(x) Square root

pow(x,y) x to the power of y
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Type Conversions

– C++ has many pre-defined type conversions that 
are applied automatically, when necessary
• integers to floating point (e.g. on addition)
• floating point to integer

–no rounding, but truncation of digits
• Numbers to bool

–0 to false; non-zero to true
• ...

–You can as well explicitly ask for type conversion 
(called cast).
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Compiling C++ code using ROOT

• Command “root-config” tells you necessary compiler flags: 

• To compile a file example.cxx that uses root, use:

• To compile and link a file example.cxx that uses root, use:

26

The inverted quotes tell the shell to run a command and paste the output into the 
corresponding place.
On Windows, if you are using Visual Studio, the compiler is cl and not g++

g++ -I `root-config --incdir` -o example 
example.cxx `root-config --libs`

g++ -c -I `root-config --incdir`example.cxx

root-config --incdir
/Users/moneta/root/5.34.04/include

root-config --libs
-L/Users/moneta/root/5.34.04/lib -lCore -lCint -lRIO -lNet -lHist 
-lGraf -lGraf3d -lGpad -lTree -lRint -lPostscript -lMatrix -
lPhysics -lMathCore -lThread -lpthread -Wl,-rpath,/Users/moneta/
root/5.34.04/lib -lm -ldl
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Working with Histograms

• We have seen: 
– what is a histogram;
– how to create a one-dimensional histogram;
– how to draw the histogram

• We will see and work on with the exercises
– how to extract information from an histogram
– how to manipulate histograms 
– histograms in multi-dimension
– what is a profile histogram
– weighted histograms
– sparse histograms

• More detailed on the ROOT Graphics Pad and the Canvas
• Visualization techniques in ROOT

2
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Histogram Classes

• TH1 is the base class for all Histogram classes.
• TH1,TH2,TH3 are generic. Specialized should be used for 

constructing the objects.
• Most used classes are TH1(2,3)F and TH1(2,3)D.
• For non-equidistant bins use a separate constructor:

• xbins: array of (nbins+1) values with the bin-edges 

3

TH1D * h1 = new TH1D(“h1”,”Example histogram”,nbins,xbins);
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Axis and Bins

• The histogram class has an axis class which contains the bins 

– one can query the number of bins, lower/upper bin edge from the axis :

– for the corresponding bin number given x value use 

– one can set the axis range (e.g. for zooming the histogram)

– N.B. : axis bin number starts from 1 
• bin number  0 is the Underflowbin
• bin number nbin+1 is the Overflowbin

4

TAxis * axis = h1->GetXaxis();

axis->GetNbins();
axis->GetBinLowEdge(bin_number);
axis->GetBinCenter(bin_number);
axis->GetBinUpEdge(bin_number);

axis->SetRange(firstbin,lastbin);

bin_number = axis->FindBin(x_value);
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Getting Data From an Histogram

• To extract content and error from bin number ibin of the 
histogram h1: 

• By default histograms have a bin error equal to √N, where N is 
the bin content.
– It is assumed that the observed bin content follows a Poisson 

distribution.
• One can set a different error for each bin:

• N.B: when setting the error in each bins, the histogram will store them in an 
internal array and will change its default style when drawn

5

root [1] h1->GetBinContent(ibin)

(const Double_t)1.10000000000000000e+01
root [2] h1->GetBinError(ibin)
(const Double_t)3.31662479035539981e+00

root [1] h1->SetBinError(ibin,error)
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Histogram Operations

• Histogram scaling (normalization)
–useful for plotting histogram in the same pad
–useful for seeing histogram as an estimate of a 

probability density function (PDF)

6

scale = 1.0/h->Integral();

h1->Scale(scale);

probability of 
observing 
an event in a 
given bin

N.B. : After scaling the error will not be correct. We will see later how to have correct errors
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Histogram Operations (2)

• Add Histograms: 
– merge two histograms which have same axis:

– can also be used to subtract histograms

• Divide Histograms: 

– if h1 is a subset of h2, the bin content of h3 is binomially 
distributed ➠use option “B” to get the correct bin errors

7

TH1D *h3 = new TH1D(“h3”,”h1+h2”,nbin,xmin,xmax); 

h3->Add(h1,h2);

h3->Add(h1,h2,1.,-1.);

TH1D *h3 = new TH1D(“h3”,”h1/h2”,nbin,xmin,xmax); 

h3->Divide(h1,h2);

 h3->Divide(h1,h2,1.,1.,”B”);
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Histogram Re-Binning

• Rebin: merge bins together.
– Possible to merge adjacent bins in a given group,

• e.g. an histogram with 100 bins can be re-binned in a histogram with 25 bins .

– Possible to merge bins using new bin edges provided by the user, i.e 
making a new a variable bin histograms.

• the new bin edges must corresponds to existing bin edges. It is not possible to split 
bins.

– Histogram errors and statistics are re-computed according to the new 
binning.

8

TH1 * hrb = h1->Rebin(4,”hrebinned”);

Rebin original histogram (40 bins) in a new 
one with 10 bins grouping 4 bins together 
(ngroup =4)  
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2D Histograms

• Frequency distribution of (X,Y) observations.
– Construct 2D histogram specifying the number of bins in X axis, the 

minimum and maximum of axis range and the same for the Y axis

– fill 2D histogram with 10000 x,y normal data

– use h2->Draw() for drawing, several options are available
• Color, Contour, lego, surface and box plots

9

TH2D * h2 = new TH2D(“h2”,”Example 2D Hist”,40,-4.,4.,40,-4.,4);

for (int i = 0; i<10000; ++i) { 

double x = gRandom->Gaus(0,1);

double y = gRandom->Gaus(1,2);

h2->Fill(x,y);

}
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Drawing 2D histograms

• Color plots:

• Contour plots:

• Lego plots:

10

h2->Draw(“COLZ”);

h2->Draw(“CONTZ”);

h2->Draw(“LEGO”);

Text

“Z” means drawing the color 
palette for the bin content 
(i.e. the Z axis)
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Profile Histograms

• A 2D Histogram can be projected into a 1D histogram

–  when projecting on the X axis the bins with the same x value are 
all summed together.

• A Profile histogram is a different way of projecting 2D 
data. 
– for each bin in x the sample mean of the y values is plotted 

– various options for displaying errors 
– default uses error in the sample mean (RMS/√N)

11

TH1 * hX = h2->ProjectionX();

TProfile * hp = new 
TProfile(“hp”,”hp”,nbin,xmin,xmax);
for (int i = 0; i<10000; ++i) { 

double x = gRandom->Gaus(0,1);
double y = gRandom->Gaus(1,2);
hp->Fill(x,y);

}

hp->Draw();
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Time for Exercises!

12

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013HistogramsExercises

and solve exercise 3 
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Weighted Histograms

• Histogram can be filled with a “weight”
–observations do not contribute equally, but some of them 

contribute more or less than others;
–the weight expresses how much an observation 

contributes. 
• Filling a 1D histogram with observation x and weight w:

• Filling a 2D histogram with observation x,y and weight w:

–A weighted histogram will have and display as:
• bin content = sum of all the weights accumulated in the bin; 
• bin error =  √W2 :  W2 = sum of the weight square in the bin.
• (in ROOT versions <= 5.34, if one has called TH1::Sumw2() before filling the histogram)

13

h1->Fill(x,w);

h1->Fill(x,y,w);
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Other Histogram Types

• THnSparse
–multi-dimensional sparse histogram useful to save 

memory only when a small fractions of the bins are filled
–often more effective than using a TH3

• THn
–non-sparse multi-dimensional histogram (NDim > 3)

• TH2Poly
–2D histogram

with polygons shapes 

14
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Collection of Histograms

• THStack
– Collection of 1D or 2D histograms.
– Allow to draw several histograms in one go, on top of each other.
– The frame is computed automatically.
– Often better than doing several plots with option “SAME” 
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More on Graphs

• TMultiGraph 
– Graphs collection
– Equivalent to THStack but for 

graphs
– Allow to Draw several graphs in 

one go

• 2-Dimensional Graphs
–TGraph2D, TGraph2DErrors

• classes for storing and drawing (X,Y,Z) 
data and (for TGraph2DErrors) with 
error  in both X,Y and Z

– X,Y are independent variables and Z the 
dependent variable

16
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The Graphics Pad (1/2)

17

The ROOT graphics is build around the Graphics Pad concept (class TPad). A Graphics 
Pad is a linked list of primitives of any type (graphs, histograms, shapes, tracks, etc.). It is 
a kind of display list as shown on the following picture:

Adding an element into a Graphics Pad is done by the Draw() method of each classes. 

On the previous picture the Draw() method has been called on: a 1D histogram, a 2D 
histogram, a graph and finally a pie chart. 

All these objects are now stored in the Graphics Pad's display list.
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The Graphics Pad (2/2)

18

A Graphics Pad is painted by calling sequentially the Paint() method of each object in the 
list of primitives, as shown on the following picture:

The Graphics Pad's (re)painting does not need to be done explicitly by the ROOT user. It 
is done automatically at the end of a macro execution or when a Graphics Pad has been 
modified. 

In some cases a pad need to be painted during a macro execution. To force the pad 
painting gPad->Update()should be performed.
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The Graphics Canvas

19

A canvas is the graphics window in which the ROOT graphics will be displayed. It can 
be created using the class TCanvas. One ca create as many canvases as needed 
during a ROOT session. 

A TCanvas usually contains at least one TPad. Most of the time it contains several, 
each of them having its own coordinate system.  A simple way to quickly make several 
pads in a canvas is to use the method Divide() like in the following example:

TCanvas *c = new TCanvas("c","my canvas",
600,400);
c->Divide(2,1);
c->cd(1);
hpx->Draw();
c->cd(2);
hpxpy->Draw("lego");
c->cd(1);
TText *T = new TText(-1.,400.,"Hello !");
T->Draw();

Dr Lorenzo Moneta
CERN PH-SFT

CH-1211 Geneva 23
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Visualization Techniques
in ROOT

20

How ROOT visualize 
2, 3, 4 and N data variables
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Visualization Techniques

21

The ROOT framework provides many techniques to visualize multi-variable 
data sets from 2 until N variables. 

- 2 variables visualization techniques are used to display Trees, Ntuples, 1D 
histograms, functions y=f(x), graphs .

- 3 variables visualization techniques are used to display Trees, Ntuples, 2D 
histograms, 2D Graphs, 2D functions ...

- 4 variables visualization techniques are used to display Trees, Ntuples, 3D 
histograms, 3D functions ...

- N variables visualization techniques are used to display Trees and 
Ntuples ...

The next slides present them all, highlighting the best use one can do of 
each of them.
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2 Variables Techniques (1/3)

22

Bar charts and lines are a 
common way to represent 
1D histograms.
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2 Variables Techniques (2/3)

23

Errors can be represented as 
bars, band, rectangles. They 
can be symmetric, 
asymmetric or bent. 1D 
histograms and graphs can 
be drawn that way

Pie charts can be used to visualize 1D 
histograms. They also can be created from 
a simple mono dimensional vector.
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2 Variables Techniques (3/3)

24

Graphs can be drawn as simple 
lines, like functions. They can also 
visualize exclusion zones or be 
plotted in polar coordinates.
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3 Variables Techniques (1/2)

25

Several techniques are available 
to visualize 3 variables data sets 
in 2D. Two variables are mapped 
on the X and Y axis and the 3rd 
one on some graphical attributes 
like the color or the size of a box, 
a density of points (scatter plot) or 
simply by writing the value of the 
bin content. The 3rd variable can 
also be represented using contour 
plots. Some special projections 
(like Aitoff) are available to display 
such contours.
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3 Variables Techniques (2/2)

26

Lego and surface plots are a 
common way to display 3 variables 
data sets in 3D. They can be 
combined with color or light effects 
and displayed in non Cartesian 
coordinate systems like polar, 
cylindrical or spherical. 2D graphs 
can be drawn using the Delaunay 
triangulation technique.
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4 Variables Techniques (1/2)

27

The 4 variables data set representations are extrapolations of the 3 
variables ones. Rectangles become boxes or spheres, contour plots 
become iso-surfaces. The scatter plots (density plots) are drawn in 
boxes instead of rectangles. The 4th variable can also be mapped on 
colors. The use of OpenGL allows to enhance the plots’ quality and the 
interactivity.
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4 Variables Techniques (2/2)

28

Functions like t= f(x,y,z) and 3D histograms are 4 variables objects. 
ROOT can render using OpenGL. It allows to enhance the plots’ quality 
and the interactivity. Cutting planes, projection and zoom allow to better 
understand the data set or function.
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N Variables Techniques

29

Above 4 variables more specific 
visualization techniques are required; 
ROOT provides three of them. The parallel 
coordinates (above) the candle plots (right) 
which can be combined with the parallel 
coordinates. And the spider plot (top right). 
These three techniques, and in particular 
the parallel coordinates, require a high level 
of interactivity to be fully efficient.
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Summary

• We have learned more about ROOT Histograms
– how to access their information
– how to perform operations on histograms

• Multi-dimensional histograms and projections
– what is a profile histogram

• Remember: 
– all graphics options for plotting all histogram types are documented 

in the THistPainter class:
• http://root.cern.ch/root/html/THistPainter.html

• Next we will look on 
– what is fitting
– how to fit histograms (and graphs) in ROOT

30
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Outline

• Introduction to Fitting:
–what is fitting,
–how to fit a histogram in ROOT,
–how to retrieve the fit result.

• Building complex fit functions in ROOT.
• Interface to Minimization.
• Common Fitting problems.
• Using the ROOT Fit GUI (Fit Panel).

• Random number generations in ROOT.
• How to generate random numbers from distributions.

2
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What is Fitting ?

• What is Fitting ? 
– It is the process used to estimate parameters of an 

hypothetical distribution from the observed data distribution

3

Example 
Higgs search in CMS
 (H ➞ γγ )
We fit for the expected 
number of Higgs events 
and for the Higgs mass
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What is Fitting (2)

• A histogram (or a graph) represents an estimate of an underlying 
distribution (or a function).

• The histogram or the graph can be used to infer the parameters 
describing the underlying distribution. 

• Assume a relation between the observed variables y and x: 
– y = f ( x |  θ )

• f ( x |  θ ) is the fit (model) function
• for an histogram y is the bin content 

• One typically minimizes the deviations between the observed y and the 
predicted function values:

– Least square fit ( !2) : 
• minimize square deviation
• weighted by the observed errors 

– σ = √N for the histograms

4
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ML Fit of an Histogram

• Maximum Likelihood (ML) Fit:
– The parameters are estimated by finding the maximum of the likelihood 

function (or minimum of the negative log-likelihood function).
– Likelihood: 

• The Likelihood for a histogram is obtained by assuming a Poisson distribution in 
every bin: 
– Poisson( nobs | nexp )         

• nobs is the observed bin content.

• nexp is the expected bin content, which can be obtained from the fit model 
function (the underlying distribution of the histogram)

– nexp = f (xc|θ) , where xc is the bin center,  assuming a linear function within 
the bin. Otherwise it is obtained from the integral of the function in the bin.

• The least-square fit and the maximum likelihood fit are equivalent when the 
distribution of observed events in each bin is normal.
– This is true only for large histogram statistics (large bin contents).

• For low histogram statistics the ML method is the correct one ! 

5

L(x|✓) =
Y

i

P (xi|✓)
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Fitting in ROOT

• How do we do fit in ROOT:
– Create first a parametric function object, TF1, which represents our 

model, i.e. the fit function.
– Set the initial values of the function parameters.
– Fit the data object (Histogram or Graph):

• call the Fit method on the Histogram or Graphs passing the function 
object as parameter 

– various options are possibles (see the TH1::Fit documentation) 
» e.g select type of fit : least-square (default) or likelihood (option “L”)

– the resulting fit function is then drawn on top of the Histogram or the Graph.

– Examine result:
• get parameter values;
• get parameter errors (e.g. their confidence level);
• get parameter correlation;
• get fit quality. 

6
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Simple Gaussian Fitting

• Recalling our previous histogram:
– suppose we do not know how it was generated;
– we want to estimate the mean and sigma of the underlying 

gaussian distribution.

7
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Creating the Fit Function

• To create a parametric function object (a TF1) :
• we can use the available functions in ROOT library

• or we can use pre-defined functions defined in TFormula (see 
TFormula documentation for the list of them):

– using pre-defined functions we have the parameter name automatically set 
to meaningful values.

– initial parameter values are estimated whenever possible. 
• We will see later in general how to build a more complex function 

objects
– e.g. by using other functions

8

TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,”gaus”);

TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,”[0]*TMath::Gaus(x,[1],[2])”);
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Fitting Histogram

• How to fit the histogram:
– after creating the function one needs to set the initial value of the parameters
– then we can call the Fit method of the histogram class

9

root [] TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,”gaus”);

root [] f1->SetParameters(1,0,1); 

root [] h1->Fit(f1); 
 FCN=27.2252 FROM MIGRAD    STATUS=CONVERGED      60 CALLS          61 TOTAL

                     EDM=1.12393e-07    STRATEGY= 1      ERROR MATRIX ACCURATE 

  EXT PARAMETER                                   STEP         FIRST   

  NO.   NAME      VALUE            ERROR          SIZE      DERIVATIVE 

   1  Constant     7.98760e+01   3.22882e+00   6.64363e-03  -1.55477e-05

   2  Mean        -1.12183e-02   3.16223e-02   8.18642e-05  -1.49026e-02

   3  Sigma        9.73840e-01   2.44738e-02   1.69250e-05  -5.41154e-03       

For displaying the fit parameters:
gStyle->SetOptFit(1111);
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Retrieving  The Fit Result 

• The main results from the fit are stored in the fit function, which is 
attached to the histogram; it can be saved in a file (except for 
customized C/C++ functions). 

• The fit function can be retrieved using its name:
–  

• The parameter values using their indices (or their names):
–   

• The parameter errors:
–   

• It is also possible to access the TFitResult class which has all 
information about the fit, if we use the fit option “S”:

10

TF1 * fitFunc = h1->GetFunction(“f1”);

fitFunc->GetParameter(par_index);

fitFunc->GetParError(par_index);

TFitResultPtr r = h1->Fit(f1,”S”);

r->Print();

TMatrixDSym C = r->GetCorrelationMatrix();
C++ Note: the TFitResult 
class is accessed by using 
operator-> of TFitResultPtr
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Some Fitting Options

• Fitting in a Range
–  

• Fitting more functions to an 
histogram (option “+”)
–  

•  Quite / Verbose: 
– option “Q”/”V”.

• Likelihood fit: 
– option “L” for count histograms; 
– option “LW” in case of weighted counts.

• Return a fit result class:
– option “S”

• Plotting options for the histogram can be 
passed as well:

11

h1->Fit(“gaus”,””,””,-1.5,1.5);

h1->Fit(“expo”,”+”,””,2.,4);

h1->Fit(“gaus”,”L”,”E”);
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Time for Exercises!

12

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013FittingExercises

and solve exercise 1 
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Building More Complex Functions

• It is possible to write some complex formulae and pass as string in 
the constructor of TF1
– but difficult and prone to error

• Better to write directly the functions in C/C++
• A parametric TF1 can be constructed from 

– a general free function with parameters:

– any C++ object implementing double operator() (double *x, double *p)

13

double function(double *x, double *p){ 

return p[0]*TMath::Gaus(x,p[0],p[1]);

}

TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,function,npar,xmin,xmax);

struct Function {
double operator()(double *x, double *p){ 

return p[0]*TMath::Gaus(x,p[0],p[1]);}
};
Function func;

TF1 * f1 = new TF1(“f1”,&func,npar,xmin,xmax,”Function”);
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Minimization 

• The fit is done by minimizing the least-square or likelihood 
function.

• A direct solution exists only in case of linear fitting
– it is done automatically in such cases (e.g fitting polynomials).

• Otherwise an iterative algorithm is used:
– Minuit is the minimization algorithm used by default 

• ROOT provides two implementations: Minuit and Minuit2 
• other algorithms exists: Fumili, or minimizers based on GSL, genetic 

and simulated annealing algorithms 
– To change the minimizer: 

– Other commands are also available to control the minimization: 

14

ROOT::Math::MinimizerOptions::SetDefaultMinimizer(“Minuit2”);

ROOT::Math::MinimizerOptions::SetDefaultTolerance(1.E-6);
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Minimization Techniques

• Methods like Minuit based on gradient can get stuck easily in local 
minima.

• Stochastic methods like simulated annealing or genetic algorithms can 
help to find the global minimum.

15

Quadratic Newton Simulated Annealing
Example: Fitting 2 peaks in a spectrum
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Interface to Minimization

• A common interface for all ROOT Minimizer algorithms 
exists: class ROOT::Math::Minimizer

• All minimizers in ROOT (Minuit, Minuit2, Fumili, GSL 
minimizers, simulated annealing, genetic) implement 
this interface

• Using the ROOT plug-in manager it is possible to 
change the implementation at run-time 

• The interface can be used for fitting user defined 
likelihood or least-square functions
– see ROOT tutorial fit/NumericalMinimization.C on how 

to use this interface

16
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Comments on Minimization 

• Sometimes fits converge to a wrong solution
– Often is the case of a local minimum which is not the global one.
– This is often solved with better initial parameter values. A minimizer like Minuit is 

able to find only the local best minimum using the function gradient. 
– Otherwise one needs to use a genetic or simulated annealing minimizer (but it 

can be quite inefficient, e.g. many function calls).
• Sometimes fit does not converge : 

– can happen because the Hessian matrix is not positive defined
• e.g. there are no minimum in that region ➞wrong initial parameters;

– numerical precision problems in the function evaluation
• need to check and re-think on how to implement better the fit model function;

– highly correlated parameters in the fit. In case of 100% correlation the point 
solution becomes a line (or an hyper-surface) in parameter space. The 
minimization problem is no longer well defined.

17

Warning in <Fit>: Abnormal termination of minimization.

PARAMETER  CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS  
       NO.  GLOBAL      1      2
        1  0.99835   1.000  0.998
        2  0.99835   0.998  1.000

Signs of trouble…
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Mitigating fit stability problems

• When using a polynomial parametrization: 
– a0+a1x+a2x2+a3x3 nearly always results in strong correlations 

between the coefficients.
• problems in fit stability and inability to find the right solution at high order

• This can be solved using a better polynomial parametrization: 
– e.g. Chebychev polynomials 

18
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Parameter Errors

• Errors returned by the fit are computed from the second derivatives 
of the likelihood function
– Asymptotically the parameter estimates are normally distributed. The 

estimated correlation matrix is then:

• A better approximation to estimate the confidence level in the parameter 
is to use directly the log-likelihood function and look at the difference 
from the minimum.

19

– Method of Minuit/Minos (Fit option “E”)
– obtain a confidence interval which is in general not 

symmetric around the best parameter estimate

TFitResultPtr r = h1->Fit(f1,”E S”);

r->LowerError(par_number);

r->UpperError(par_number);
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The Fit Panel

• The fitting in ROOT using the FitPanel 
GUI
– GUI for fitting all ROOT data objects 

(histogram, graphs, trees)
• Using the GUI we can: 

– select data object to fit 
– choose (or create) fit model function
– set initial parameters
– choose:

• fit method (likelihood, chi2 )
• fit options (e.g Minos errors)
• drawing options

– change the fit range

20
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Fit Panel (2)

• The Fit Panel provides also extra functionality:

21

Control the minimization Advanced drawing tools

Contour plot

Scan plot of 
minimization function
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Time for Exercises!

22

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013FittingExercises

and solve exercises 2 and 3
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Generating Pseudo Data

• Random number generation in ROOT is done using the 
TRandom classes
– Three psudo-random number generator exists, TRandom1, 
TRandom2 and TRandom3. TRandom is the base class.
• TRandom3 (a Mersenne-Twister generator) is used by default (it has a 

very long period, ~ 106000 and it is very fast).
• Random numbers can be generated using the global static variable 
gRandom

• TRandom::Rndm() generates uniform number in the [0,1] range.
• Seeding  is controlled using TRandom::SetSeed( seed).
• When using seed = 0, independent random streams can be generated (the 

seed is based on a UUID number).

23

root [0] gRandom->Rndm()

(Double_t)9.99741748906672001e-01
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Random Number Distributions

• The class TRandom provides methods to generate numbers 
according to some pre-defined distributions

24
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Random Number Distributions (2)

• Random numbers can be generated according to what-ever 
distribution using accept-rejection techniques (often not very efficient) 
or by using the inverse of the cumulative (integral) distribution

• ROOT has the method TF1::GetRandom(), which uses this 
technique to generate random numbers from a generic function object
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Time for Exercises!

26

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013FittingExercises

and solve exercise 4
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Summary

• We have learned: 
– the concept of fitting,
– how to fit a histogram in ROOT.

• We have also learned:
– how to generate random numbers and distributions which can be 

used to test and validate the fitting procedure.

• We will see later the fitting in practice using some data from 
IRMM.

• We will see also how fitting can be facilitate by using a tool 
like RooFit.

• How it can be extended in a statistical framework 
(RooStats). 

27
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Outline

• Introduction to I/O in ROOT
– how to save ROOT objects in a file 

• reflection
– example: saving an histogram

• ROOT Trees: 
–TNtuple class ( a simple Tree)
–TTree class

• How to create a Tree and to write in a file
• How to read and analyze the Tree
• Merging of Trees: TChain
• Using Tree Friends

2

ROOT Training: Day 3 - Using the TTree class

Dr Lorenzo Moneta
CERN PH-SFT

CH-1211 Geneva 23
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Streaming, Reflection, TFile,
Schema Evolution

3

Saving Data
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Saving Objects

Cannot do in C++:

E.g. LHC experiments use C++ to manage data
Need to write C++ objects and read them back
std::cout not an option: 15 PetaBytes / year of 

processed data (i.e. data that will be read)

4

TNamed* o = new TNamed("name","title");
std::write("file.bin", "obj1", o);
TNamed* p = std::read("file.bin", "obj1");
p->GetName();
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Saving Objects – Saving Types

What's needed?

Store data members of TNamed; need to know:
1) type of object
2) data members for the type
3) where data members are in memory
4) read their values from memory, write to disk

5

TNamed* o = new TNamed("name", "title");
std::write("file.bin", "obj1", o);
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Serialization

Store data members of TNamed: serialization
1) type of object: runtime-type-information RTTI
2) data members for the type: reflection
3) where data members are in memory: introspection
4) read their values from memory, write to disk: raw I/O

Complex task, and C++ is not your friend.

6
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Reflection

Need type description (aka reflection)
1. types, sizes, members

TMyClass is a class.

Members:
– "fFloat", type float, size 4 bytes
– "fLong", type Long64_t, size 8 bytes

7

class TMyClass {
  float fFloat;
  Long64_t fLong;
};
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Platform Data Types

Fundamental data types (int, long,…):
size is platform dependent

Store "long" on 64bit platform, writing 8 bytes:
00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00, 42

Read on 32bit platform, "long" only 4 bytes:
00, 00, 00, 00

Data loss, data corruption!

8
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ROOT Basic Data Types

Solution: ROOT typedefs

9

Signed Unsigned sizeof,[bytes]
Char_t UChar_t 1
Short_t UShort_t 2
Int_t UInt_t 4
Long64_t ULong64_t 8
Double32_t float,on,disk,,double,in,RAM
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Reflection

Need type description (platform dependent)
1. types, sizes, members
2. offsets in memory

10

class TMyClass {

  float fFloat;

  Long64_t fLong;

};

T
M
y
C
l
a
s
s

M
em

or
y'
A
dd

re
ss

fLong

fFloat

–,16
–,14
–,12
–,10
–,,,8
–,,,6
–,,,4
–,,,2
–,,,0

PADDING "fFloat"'is'at'offset'0
"fLong"'is'at'offset'8
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I/O Using Reflection

members ! memory ! disk 

11

T
M
y
C
l
a
s
s

M
em

or
y'
A
dd

re
ss

fLong

fFloat

–,16
–,14
–,12
–,10
–,,,8
–,,,6
–,,,4
–,,,2
–,,,0

PADDING
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C++ Is Not Java

Lesson: need reflection!
Where from?

Java: get data members with 

C++: get data members with
 – oops. Not part of C++.

12

Class.forName("MyClass").getFields()
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ROOT And Reflection

Simply use ACLiC:
 

Creates library with reflection data ("dictionary") of all 
types in MyCode.cxx!

Dictionary needed for interpreter, too
ROOT has dictionary for all its types

13

.LBMyCode.cxx+
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Saving Objects in ROOT

• Use the TFile class
–we need first to create the class, which opens the file 

• Write an object deriving from TObject:

• For any other object (but with dictionary)

14

TFile* f = TFile::Open("file.root","NEW");

use option “RECREATE” if the file
already exists

object->Write("optionalName") if the optionalName is not given the 
object will be written in the file with its 
original name (object->GetName())

f->WriteObject(object, "name");
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TFile Class

• ROOT stores objects in TFiles:

• TFile behaves like file system:

• TFile has a current directory:

• You can browse the content:

15

f->mkdir("dir");

f->cd("dir");

TFile* f = TFile::Open("file.root", "NEW");

f->ls();
 TFile**! ! file.root!
 TFile*! ! file.root!
  TDirectoryFile*!! dir! dir
  KEY: TDirectoryFile! dir;1!dir
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Saving Histogram in a File

• How to save objects in a file

• TFile compresses data using ZIP

16

TFile* f = TFile::Open("myfile.root",”NEW”);
TH1D* h1 = new TH1D(“h1”,”h1”,100,-5.,5.);

h1->FillRandom(“gaus”);  // fill histogram with random data

h1->Write();

delete f;

h1->Write();
f->GetCompressionFactor()
(Float_t)1.68554687500000000e+00
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Where is My Histogram ? 

• All histograms and trees are owned by TFile which acts like a 
scope

• After closing the file (i.e when the file object is deleted) also the 
histogram, trees and graphs objects are deleted

• This code will crash ROOT:

• Other objects (e.g graphs) will be still there and can be accessed 
afterwards

• This can be changed with 
17

TFile* f = TFile::Open("myfile.root",”RECREATE”);

TH1D* h1 = new TH1D(“h1”,”h1”,100,-5.,5.);

delete f;

h1->Draw(); // will crash - DO NOT DO IT!!!

 *** Break *** segmentation violation

TH1::AddDirectory(false);
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Reading a File

• Reading is simple:

• Can also use 
– TH1 * h = (TH1*) f->Get("h1");

– TH1 * h = (TH1*) f->GetObjectChecked("h1",”TH1”);
• which returns a null pointer if the read object is not of the right type 

• Remember: 
– TFile owns the histogram
– the histogram is gone when the file is closed
– to change this add TH1::AddDirectory(false) in root_logon.C

18

TFile* f = TFile::Open("myfile.root");
TH1* h = 0;
f->GetObject("h", h);
h->Draw();
delete f;
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TBrowser

• GUI for browsing ROOT objects written in a file

19

root [0] new TBrowser();
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• Tree class 
–TTree

• for storing complex data types 
• e.g. DataBase tables

Ntuple and Trees

• Ntuple class:
–TNtuple

• for storing tabular data 
• e.g. Excel Table with 

numbers

20

Event

Particles

Pt Charge

Energy Track

Vertex

Position

Header Type

…
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Building ROOT Ntuple

• Creating and Storing N-tuples
– The ROOT class TNtuple can store only floating entries

• each raw (record) must be composed only of floating types 
– Specify the name (label) of the type when creating the object

21

TNtuple data(“ntuple”,”Example N-tuple”,”x:y:z:t”);

// fill it with random data
for (int i = 0; i<10000; ++i) {

float x = gRandom->Uniform(-10,10); 
float y = gRandom->Uniform(-10,10);
float z = gRandom->Gaus(0,5);
float t = gRandom->Exp(10);

data.Fill(x,y,z,t);
} 
// write in a file
TFile f(“ntuple_data.root”,”RECREATE”);
data.Write();
f.Close();
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How To Read a NTuple

• Open the file and get the ntuple object

22

TFile f("ntuple_data.root");
ntuple->Print();

Note that (as for histograms) we do not 
need to use TFile::Get
This works only in CINT, not valid C++

******************************************************************************
*Tree    :ntuple    : Example N-tuple                                        *
*Entries :    10000 : Total =          290753 bytes  File  Size =     161076 *
*        :          : Tree compression factor =   1.80                       *
******************************************************************************
*Br    0 :x         : Float_t                                                *
*Entries :    10000 : Total  Size=      72596 bytes  File Size  =      40140 *
*Baskets :        2 : Basket Size=      32000 bytes  Compression=   1.80     *
*............................................................................*
*Br    1 :y         : Float_t                                                *
*Entries :    10000 : Total  Size=      72596 bytes  File Size  =      40140 *
*Baskets :        2 : Basket Size=      32000 bytes  Compression=   1.80     *
*............................................................................*
*Br    2 :z         : Float_t                                                *
*Entries :    10000 : Total  Size=      72596 bytes  File Size  =      40140 *
*Baskets :        2 : Basket Size=      32000 bytes  Compression=   1.80     *
*............................................................................*
*Br    3 :t         : Float_t                                                *
*Entries :    10000 : Total  Size=      72596 bytes  File Size  =      40140 *
*Baskets :        2 : Basket Size=      32000 bytes  Compression=   1.80     *
*............................................................................*
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Looking at the Ntuple 

• Can Draw one of the variable of the ntuple:

• Can Draw 2 (or more) variables:

• Can Scan the variables’ values: 

23

ntuple->Draw(“x”)

ntuple->Draw(“x:z”,”y>0”,”colz”)

************************************************************
*    Row   *         x *         y *         z *         t *
************************************************************
*        0 * 9.9948349 * -6.741802 * 5.5279893 * 14.624994 *
*        1 * -0.300527 * 9.1495389 * -0.283586 * 6.1610527 *
*        2 * 4.7990598 * 5.1988759 * -2.053815 * 11.531604 *
*        3 * 6.0880603 * 0.3934423 * -0.244702 * 9.3569278 *
*        4 * -5.566646 * -5.736190 * -7.190714 * 10.979947 *
*        5 * -6.117022 * 8.8743352 * -3.680147 * 1.0724577 *
*        6 * 3.3112785 * -0.027793 * -4.079026 * 17.021858 *
*        7 * -4.069489 * -7.651821 * 5.8266844 * 4.3367080 *
*        8 * 4.5083704 * 2.7426230 * -0.912180 * 23.068317 *
*        9 * 3.9853439 * -7.843750 * 0.0240303 * 15.712759 *
*       10 * -4.221793 * -8.336503 * 0.4737141 * 24.971460 *
*       11 * -4.157171 * 7.8324747 * -0.681545 * 19.608907 *

ntuple->Scan(“x:y:z:t”)
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Getting The Entries

• Entries of a ROOT N-tuple can be retrieved using 
TNtuple::GetEntry(irow)

24

TFile f("ntuple_data.root");

TNtuple *ntuple=0;
f.GetObject("ntuple",ntuple);

// loop on the ntuple entries
for (int i = 0; i < ntuple->GetEntries(); ++i) {

   ntuple->GetEntry(i);
   float * raw_content = ntuple->GetArgs(); 
   float x = raw_content[0];
   float y = raw_content[1];
   float z = raw_content[2];
   float t = raw_content[3];
      
   // do something with the data..

 
} 
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Time for Exercises!

25

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013IOandTreesExercises

and solve exercise 2
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ROOT Trees

• ROOT N-tuple can store only floating point variables
• For storing complex types, i.e. objects we can use 

the ROOT tree class, TTree
–TNtuple is a special case of a TTree (a derived class)

•  The ROOT Tree is 
–extremely efficient write once, read many.
–Designed to store >109 (HEP events) with same data 

structure.
–Trees allow fast direct and random access to any entry 

(sequential access is the best).
–Optimized for network access (read-ahead).

26
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Why Trees ?

• object.Write() is convenient for simple objects like 
histograms, but inappropriate for saving collections of 
events containing complex objects

• Reading a collection: 
–read all elements (all events)

• With trees: 
–only one element in memory, 
–or even only a part of it (less I/O)

• Trees buffered to disk (TFile);
– I/O is integral part of TTree concept
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Tree Access

• Databases have row wise access
–Can only access the full object (e.g. full event)

• ROOT trees have column wise access
–Direct access to any event, any branch or any leaf even 

in the case of variable length structures
–Designed to access only a subset of the object attributes 

(e.g. only particles’ energy)
–Makes same members consecutive, e.g. for object with 

position in X, Y, Z, and energy E, all X are consecutive, 
then come Y, then Z, then E. A lot higher zip efficiency!

28
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Building a ROOT Tree

• Steps to build a Tree
–Create a TFile class

• Tree can be huge   need file for swapping filled entries

–Create a TTree class

–Add a Branch  (TBranch) to the TTree

–Fill the tree with the data

–Write the tree to file  

29

BTFileB*hfileB=BTFile::Open("AFile.root","RECREATE");

BTFileB*hfileB=BTFile::Open("AFile.root","RECREATE");
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Tree Structure and Branches

• What is a Branch ? 
–A branch is like a directory

• it can hold a simple variable, a list of variables, an object or evan a 
collection of objects

• The leaves are the data containers of the branch
• it is possible to read only a sub-set of all the branches in a tree

– variables or object known to be used together should be put in the same 
branch

• branches of the same tree can be written to separate files  

30
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Adding a Branch to the Tree

• To add a branch we need: 
–Name of the Branch
–Address of the pointer to the object we want to store

31

Event *myEvent = new Event();
myTree->Branch("eBranch", &myEvent);

myEvent is an hypothetical object of type 
Event we want to store in the tree 
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Fill the Tree

• Loop on the tree 
• assign values to the object we want to store 
• call TTree::Fill() creates a new entry 

in the tree: 
–snapshot of values of branches’ objects

• After, write Tree to file: 

32

for (int e=0;e<100000;++e) {
   myEvent->Generate(e); // fill event
   myTree->Fill();       // fill the tree
}

myTree->Write();
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Example Macro

• Example on how to create a TTree with the object 
“Event”, fill with 10000 hypothetical events and write 
to the file 

33

void WriteTree()
{
   Event *myEvent = new Event();
   TFile f("AFile.root", "RECREATE");
   TTree *t = new TTree("myTree","A Tree"); 
   t->Branch("EventBranch", &myEvent);
   for (int e=0;e<100000;++e) {
      myEvent->Generate();  // hypothetical
      t->Fill();
   }
   t->Write();
}

Note: Event is an hypothetical class provided by the user 
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Time for Exercises!

34

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013IOandTreesExercises

and solve exercise 3
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Reading a Tree

• Open the file and get the TTree object from the file
–same as we have seen for TNtuple

• Or browse the TTree using
the TBrowser

• TTree::Print() shows the data layout

35

TFile f("AFile.root");
TTree *myTree = 0;
f.GetObject("myTree",myTree);
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How To Read a Tree

• Create a variable pointing to the data

• Associate a branch with the variable

• Read ith-entry in the Tree

36

Event * myEvent = 0;

myTree->SetBranchAddress(“eBranch”,&myEvent);

myTree->GetEntry(i);

myEvent->GetTracks()->First()->Dump();
==>#Dumping#object#at:#0x0763aad0,#name=Track,#class=Track
fPx############0.651241####X#component#of#the#momentum
fPy############1.02466#####Y#component#of#the#momentum
fPz############1.2141######Z#component#of#the#momentum
[...]
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How To Read a Tree

• Example macro

37

void ReadTree() {
  TFile f("AFile.root");
  TTree *T = (TTree*)f->Get("T");
  Event *myEvent = 0; 
  TBranch* brEvent = 0;
  T->SetBranchAddress("EvBranch", &myE, brE);
! T->SetCacheSize(10000000); 
! T->AddBranchToCache("EvBranch");
! Long64_t nent = T->GetEntries();
  for (Long64_t i = 0; i < nbent; ++i) {
     brEvent->GetEntry(i);
     myEvent->Analyze();
  }

Data pointers (e.g. myEvent) MUST be set to 0
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Accessing Tree Branches

• If we are interested in only some branches of a Tree: 
– Use TTree::SetBranchStatus()  or TBranch::GetEntry() 

to select the branches to be read
• by defult all branches are read when calling 
TTree::GetEntry(event_number)

– Speed up considerably the reading phase
– Example: we are interested in reading only a branch with an array 

of muons 

38

TClonesArray* myMuons = 0;
// disable all branches
myTree->SetBranchStatus("*", 0);
// re-enable the "muon" branches
myTree->SetBranchStatus("muon*", 1);
myTree->SetBranchAddress("muon", &myMuons);
// now read (access) only the "muon" branches
for (Long64_t i = 0; i < myTree->GetEntries(); ++i) {
     myTree->GetEntry(i);
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Tree Selection Syntax

• Syntax for querying a tree 
– Print the first 8 variables of the tree:

– Prints all the variables of the tree:

– Prints the values of var1, var2 and var3.

– A selection can be applied in the second argument:
– Prints the values of var1, var2 and var3 for the entries where 

var1 is greater than 0

• Use the same syntax for TTree::Draw()

39

MyTree->Scan();

MyTree->Scan("*");

MyTree->Scan("var1:var2:var3");

MyTree->Scan("var1:var2:var3", "var1>0");
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Looking at the Tree

• More on scanning the Tree

40

root [] myTree->Scan("fEvtHdr.fDate:fNtrack:fPx:fPy","", 
              "colsize=13 precision=3 col=13:7::15.10");

******************************************************************************
*"Row"*"Instance"*"fEvtHdr.fDate"*"fNtrack"*"""""""""""fPx"*"""""""""""""fPy"*
******************************************************************************
*"""0"*""""""""0"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*""""""""""2.07"*"""""1.459911346"*
*"""0"*""""""""1"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*"""""""""0.903"*"""C0.4093382061"*
*"""0"*""""""""2"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*"""""""""0.696"*""""0.3913401663"*
*"""0"*""""""""3"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*""""""""C0.638"*"""""1.244356871"*
*"""0"*""""""""4"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*""""""""C0.556"*"""C0.7361358404"*
*"""0"*""""""""5"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*"""""""""C1.57"*"""C0.3049036264"*
*"""0"*""""""""6"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*""""""""0.0425"*""""C1.006743073"*
*"""0"*""""""""7"*""""""""960312"*"""""594"*""""""""""C0.6"*""""C1.895804524"*
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Looking at the Tree

• TTree::Show(entry_number) shows values for one entry

41

root [] myTree->Show(0);

======>#EVENT:0
eBranch#########=#NULL
fUniqueID#######=#0
fBits###########=#50331648
[...]
fNtrack#########=#594
fNseg###########=#5964
[...]
fEvtHdr.fRun####=#200
[...]
fTracks.fPx#####=#2.066806,#0.903484,#0.695610,[0.637773,…
fTracks.fPy#####=#1.459911,#[0.409338,#0.391340,#1.244357,…
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Time for Exercises!

42

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013IOandTreesExercises

and solve exercise 4
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Memory ↔ Tree

• Each Node is a branch in the Tree

0

T.Fill()

T

Memory
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Memory ↔ Tree

• Each Node is a branch in the Tree
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

T.GetEntry(6)

T

Memory
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TChain: The Forest

• Collection of Trees:
–list of ROOT files containing the same tree

• Same semantics as TTree.
– As an example, assume we have three files called file1.root, 

file2.root, file3.root. Each contains tree called "T". Create a 
chain:

–  Now we can use the TChain like a TTree!

45

  TChain chain("T"); // argument: tree name
  chain.Add("file1.root");
  chain.Add("file2.root");
  chain.Add("file3.root");
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T(3)
file3.root

T(2)
file2.root

TChain

• Chain Files together

46

T(1)
file1.root
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Data Volume and Organization

• A TFile typically contains 1 TTree
• A TChain is a collection of TTrees or/and TChains
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Tree Friends

• Trees are designed to be read only

• Often, people want to add branches to existing trees and 
write their data into it

• Using tree friends is the solution:
– Create a new file holding the new tree

– Create a new Tree holding the branches for the user data

– Fill the tree/branches with user data

– Add this new file/tree as friend of the original tree

48
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Tree Friends

• Using Tree Friends

49

tree_1 tree_2

tree

a b c

n x

o p

q r

i j

k l x

TFileBf1("tree.root");

tree.AddFriend("tree_1",B"tree1.root")

tree.AddFriend("tree_2",B"tree2.root");

tree.Draw("x:a",B"k<c");

tree.Draw("x:tree_2.x");
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Time for Exercises!

50

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013IOandTreesExercises

and solve exercise 5 and 6
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Splitting

51

Split level = 0 Split level = 99
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Splitting

• Creates one branch per member – recursively
• Allows to browse objects that are stored in trees, 

even without their library
• Fine grained branches allow fine-grained I/O - read 

only members that are needed
• Supports STL containers too, even vector<T*>!

52
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Splitting

Setting the split level (default = 99)

53

Split level = 0 Split level = 99

  tree->Branch("EvBr", &event, 64000, 0 );
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Performance Considerations

A split branch is:
• Faster to read – if you only want a subset of data 

members
• Slower to write due to the large number of branches

54
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Analyzing Trees

• Tree is an efficient storage and access for huge 
amounts of structured data

• Allows selective access of data
• It is used to analyze and select data. 
• Most convenient way to analyze data store in a Tree is 

with the TSelector class
–  the user creates a new class MySelector deriving from 
TSelector

– the MySelector object is used in 
TTree::Process(TSelector*,...)

– ROOT invokes the TSelector’s functions which are virtuals, so 
the user provided function implemented in MySelector will be 
called.
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Tree Data Access

E.g. 

56

SlaveBegin()

Process(i)

Terminate()

Init(tree)

next entry?

no

yes

tree->Process("MySelector.C+")
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TSelector

Steps of ROOT using a TSelector:

1. setup TMySelector::Init(TTree *tree)
fChain = tree; fChain->SetBranchAddress()

2. start TMySelector::SlaveBegin()
create histograms

3. run  TMySelector::Process(Long64_t)
fChain->GetTree()->GetEntry(entry);
analyze data, fill histograms,… 

4. end  TMySelector::Terminate()
fit histograms, write them to files,…
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Summary

• The ROOT Tree is one of the most powerful 
collections available for HEP

• Extremely efficient for huge number of data sets with 
identical layout

• Very easy to look at TTree - use TBrowser!

• Write once, read many: ideal for experiments' data; 
use friends to extend

• Branches allow granular access; use splitting to create 
branch for each member, even through collections

• TSelector class provides a powerful way of 
processing the Tree data using compiled code
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Outline

•  RooFit
–Introduction and overview of basic functionality
–Creation and basic use of models 
–Using the RooFit workspace class (RooWorkspace)
–Building composite models

• We will interlude lecture slides and hands-on 
exercises 

• Introduction to RooStats

2
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Credit

• RooFit slides and example are extracted from 
material prepared by W. Verkerke (NIKHEF), author 
of RooFit
–more information and additional slides from W. Verkerke 

are  available at 
• http://indico.in2p3.fr/getFile.py/access?contribId=15&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=750
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What is RooFit ?

• A toolkit distributed with ROOT and based on its core 
functionality.

• It is used to model distributions, which can be used for 
fitting and statistical data analysis.
–model distribution of observable x in terms of 

parameters p
• probability density function (p.d.f.): P(x;p) 
• p.d.f. are normalized over allowed range of 
observables x with respect to the parameters p

4
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Mathematic – Probability density functions

• Probability Density Functions describe probabilities, thus
– All values most be >0 
– The total probability must be 1 for each p, i.e.
– Can have any number of dimensions

• Note distinction in role between parameters (p) and observables (x)
– Observables are measured quantities
– Parameters are degrees of freedom in the model
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Coding Probability Density Function

• How do we formulate the p.d.f. in ROOT 
– For ‘simple’ problems (gauss, polynomial) this is easy

– But if we want to do complex likelihood fits using non-trivial 
functions and composing several p.d.f., or to work with 
multidimensional functions it is difficult to do it in ROOT
•  we need some tools to help us !

1
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Math – Functions vs probability 

• Why use probability density functions rather than ‘plain’ functions 
to model the data?
– Easier to interpret the models. 

If Blue and Green pdf are each 
guaranteed to be normalized to 1, 
then fractions of Blue,Green can 
be cleanly interpreted as #events
– Many statistical techniques only

function properly with p.d.f.
(e.g maximum likelihood fits)

• So why is not everybody always using them
– The normalization can be hard to calculate

(e.g. it can be different for each set of parameter values p)
– In >1 dimension (numeric) integration can be particularly hard
– RooFit aims to simplify these tasks
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RooFit Modeling

Mathematical concepts are represented as C++ objects

variable RooRealVar

function RooAbsReal

PDF RooAbsPdf

space point RooArgSet

list of space points RooAbsData

integral RooRealIntegral

RooFit classMathematical concept

8
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RooFit Modeling

Gaus(x,m,s)Example: Gaussian pdf

RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,2,-10,10)
RooRealVar s(“s”,”s”,3) ;
RooRealVar m(“m”,”m”,0) ;
RooGaussian g(“g”,”g”,x,m,s) 

RooRealVar x

RooRealVar m

RooRealVar s

RooGaussian g

RooFit code
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The simplest possible example

• We make a Gaussian p.d.f. with three variables: 
mass, mean and sigma

RooRealVar x(“x”,”Observable”,-10,10) ;

RooRealVar mean(“mean”,”B0 mass”,0.00027);

RooRealVar sigma(“sigma”,”B0 mass width”,5.2794) ; 

RooGaussian model(“model”,”signal pdf”,x,mean,sigma)

Objects 
representing
a ‘real’ value.

PDF object

Initial range

Initial value

References to variables

Name of object Title of object
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Creating and plotting a Gaussian p.d.f 

// Create an empty plot frame
RooPlot* xframe = x.frame() ;

// Plot model on frame
model.plotOn(xframe) ;

// Draw frame on canvas
xframe->Draw() ; 

Plot range taken from limits of x

Axis label from gauss title

Unit 
normalization

Setup gaussian PDF and plot

A RooPlot is an empty frame
capable of holding anything
plotted versus it variable
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Basics – Generating toy MC events

// Generate an unbinned toy MC set
RooDataSet* data = gauss.generate(x,10000) ;  

// Generate an binned toy MC set
RooDataHist* data = gauss.generateBinned(x,10000) ;  

// Plot PDF
RooPlot* xframe = x.frame() ;
data->plotOn(xframe) ;
xframe->Draw() ;

Generate 10000 events from Gaussian p.d.f and show distribution

Can generate both binned and
unbinned datasets
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Basics – Importing data

• Unbinned data can also be imported from ROOT TTrees

– Imports TTree branch named “x”. 

– Can be of type Double_t, Float_t, Int_t or UInt_t. 
All data is converted to Double_t internally

– Specify a RooArgSet of multiple observables to import
multiple observables

• Binned data can be imported from ROOT THx histograms

– Imports values, binning definition and  errors (if defined)

– Specify a RooArgList of observables when importing a TH2/3.

// Import unbinned data
RooDataSet data(“data”,”data”,x,Import(*myTree)) ;

// Import unbinned data
RooDataHist data(“data”,”data”,x,Import(*myTH1)) ;
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Fit of p.d.f to the data

// ML fit of gauss to data
gauss.fitTo(*data) ;
(Minimization printout omitted)

// Parameters if gauss now
// reflect fitted values
mean.Print()
RooRealVar::mean = 0.0172335 +/- 0.0299542 
sigma.Print()
RooRealVar::sigma = 2.98094  +/- 0.0217306

// Plot fitted PDF and toy data overlaid
RooPlot* xframe = x.frame() ;
data->plotOn(xframe) ;
gauss.plotOn(xframe) ;

PDF
automatically
normalized
to dataset
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RooFit Factory

RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,2,-10,10)
RooRealVar s(“s”,”s”,3) ;
RooRealVar m(“m”,”m”,0) ;
RooGaussian g(“g”,”g”,x,m,s) 

Provides a factory to auto-generate 
objects from a math-like language

RooWorkspace w; 
w.factory(“Gaussian::g(x[2,-10,10],m[0],s[3])”)

We will work in the example and 
exercises using the workspace factory 
to build models
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RooWorkspace
• Workspace class in RooFit (RooWorkSpace) with:

– full model configuration 
• PDF and parameter/observables descriptions
• uncertainty/shape of nuisance parameters

– (multiple) data sets
• Maintain a complete description of all the model

– possibility to save entire model in a ROOT file 
• Combination of results joining workspaces in a single one
• All information is available for further analysis 

– common format for combining and sharing physics results

RooWorkspace workspace(“Example_workspace”);
workspace.import(*data);
workspace.import(*pdf);
workspace.defineSet(“obs”,”x”);
workspace.defineSet(“poi”,”mu”);
workspace.importClassCode();
workspace.writeToFile(“myWorkspace”)

16
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Using the workspace 

• Workspace
– A generic container class for all RooFit objects of your project

– Helps to organize analysis projects

• Creating a workspace

• Putting variables and functions into a workspace
– When importing a function, all its components (variables) are automatically 

imported too

RooWorkspace w(“w”) ;  

  RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,-10,10) ;
  RooRealVar mean(“mean”,”mean”,5) ;
  RooRealVar sigma(“sigma”,”sigma”,3)  ;
  RooGaussian f(“f”,”f”,x,mean,sigma) ;

  // imports f,x,mean and sigma
  w.import(f) ; 
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Using the workspace 

• Looking into a workspace

• Getting variables and functions out of a workspace

  w.Print() ;

  variables
  ---------
  (mean,sigma,x)

  p.d.f.s
  -------
  RooGaussian::f[ x=x mean=mean sigma=sigma ] = 0.249352

  // Variety of accessors available

  RooPlot* frame = w.var(“x”)->frame() ;

  w.pdf(“f”)->plotOn(frame) ;
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Using the workspace 

• Workspace can be written to a file with all its contents
–Writing workspace and contents to file

• Organizing your code – Separate construction and use of 
models

w.writeToFile(“wspace.root”) ;

  void driver() {
    RooWorkspace w(“w”) ;

    makeModel(w) ;

    useModel(w) ;

  }

  void makeModel(RooWorkspace& w) {

    // Construct model here

  }

  void useModel(RooWorkspace& w) {

    // Make fit, plots etc here

  }
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Factory and Workspace

• One C++ object per math symbol provides 
ultimate level of control over each objects functionality, but results 
in lengthy user code for even simple macros

• Solution: add factory that auto-generates objects from a math-like 
language. Accessed through factory() method of workspace

• Example: reduce construction of Gaussian pdf and its parameters 
from 4 to 1 line of code

w.factory(“Gaussian::f(x[-10,10],mean[5],sigma[3])”) ;

RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,-10,10) ;

RooRealVar mean(“mean”,”mean”,5) ;

RooRealVar sigma(“sigma”,”sigma”,3)  ;

RooGaussian f(“f”,”f”,x,mean,sigma) ;
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Factory syntax

• Rule #1 – Create a variable 

• Rule #2 – Create a function or pdf object

– Leading ‘Roo’ in class name can be omitted

– Arguments are names of objects that already exist in the workspace

– Named objects must be of correct type, if not factory issues error

– Set and List arguments  can be constructed with brackets {}

x[-10,10]   // Create variable with given range
x[5,-10,10] // Create variable with initial value and range
x[5]        // Create initially constant variable 

Gaussian::g(x,mean,sigma) 
// equivalent to RooGaussian(“g”,”g”,x,mean,sigma)

Polynomial::p(x,{a0,a1}) 
// equivalent to  RooPolynomial(“p”,”p”,x”,RooArgList(a0,a1));

ClassName::Objectname(arg1,[arg2],...)
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Factory syntax

• Rule #3 – Each creation expression returns the name of the object 
created
– Allows to create input arguments to functions ‘in place’ rather than in advance

• Miscellaneous points
– You can always use numeric literals where values or functions are expected

– It is not required to give component objects a name, e.g.

Gaussian::g(x[-10,10],mean[-10,10],sigma[3]) 
//-->   x[-10,10] 

//! mean[-10,10]

//! sigma[3]

//! Gaussian::g(x,mean,sigma)

Gaussian::g(x[-10,10],0,3)  

SUM::model(0.5*Gaussian(x[-10,10],0,3),Uniform(x)) ;  
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Model building 

• RooFit provides a collection of compiled standard PDF classes

RooArgusBG

RooPolynomial

RooBMixDecay

RooHistPdf

RooGaussian

Basic
Gaussian, Exponential, Polynomial,…
Chebychev polynomial

Physics inspired
ARGUS,Crystal Ball, 
Breit-Wigner, Voigtian,
B/D-Decay,….

Non-parametric
Histogram, KEYS

Easy to extend the library: each p.d.f. is a separate C++ class
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(Re)using standard components

• List of most frequently used pdfs and their factory spec

 Gaussian       Gaussian::g(x,mean,sigma)

 Breit-Wigner BreitWigner::bw(x,mean,gamma)

 Landau          Landau::l(x,mean,sigma)

 Exponential           Exponential::e(x,alpha)

 Polynomial   Polynomial::p(x,{a0,a1,a2})

 Chebychev      Chebychev::p(x,{a0,a1,a2})

 Kernel Estimation        KeysPdf::k(x,dataSet)

 Poisson        Poisson::p(x,mu)

 Voigtian      Voigtian::v(x,mean,gamma,sigma)
(=BW⊗G)
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Making your own Model

• Interpreted expressions

• Customized class, compiled and linked on the fly

• Custom class written by you
– Offer option of providing analytical integrals, custom handling of toy 

MC generation (details in RooFit Manual)

• Compiled classes are faster in use, but require O(1-2) 
seconds startup overhead
– Best choice depends on use context

  w.factory(“EXPR::mypdf(‘sqrt(a*x)+b’,x,a,b)”) ;

  w.factory(“CEXPR::mypdf(‘sqrt(a*x)+b’,x,a,b)”) ;
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Adjusting Model Parameterization

• RooFit pdf classes do not require their parameter 
arguments to be variables, one can plug in functions as 
well.

• Simplest tool performing re-parameterization is the 
interpreted formula expression

– Note lower case: expr builds function, EXPR builds pdf

  w.factory(“expr::w(‘(1-D)/2’,D[0,1])”) ;
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RooBMixDecay

RooPolynomial

RooHistPdf

RooArgusBG

Model building – (Re)using standard components

• Most realistic models are constructed as the sum of one or more p.d.f.s (e.g. signal 
and background)

• Facilitated through operator p.d.f RooAddPdf

RooAddPdf
+

RooGaussian
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Adding p.d.f.s – Factory syntax

• Additions created through a SUM expression

–Note that last PDF does not have an associated 
fraction in case of floating overall normalization
• when the normalization is fitted from the observed events 

• Complete example

  w.factory(“Gaussian::gauss1(x[0,10],mean1[2],sigma[1]”) ;
  w.factory(“Gaussian::gauss2(x,mean2[3],sigma)”) ;
  w.factory(“ArgusBG::argus(x,k[-1],9.0)”) ;

  w.factory(“SUM::sum(g1frac[0.5]*gauss1, g2frac[0.1]*gauss2, argus)”)

SUM::name(frac1*PDF1,frac2*PDF2,...,PDFN)  

  SUM::name(frac1*PDF1,PDFN)  
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Plotting Components of a p.d.f.

• Plotting, toy event generation 
and fitting works identically for 
composite p.d.f.s
– Several optimizations applied 

behind the scenes that are specific 
to composite models (e.g. delegate 
event generation to components)

• Extra plotting functionality 
specific to composite p.d.f.s
– Component plotting

  
  // Plot only argus components
  w::sum.plotOn(frame,Components(“argus”),LineStyle(kDashed)) ;

  // Wildcards allowed
  w::sum.plotOn(frame,Components(“gauss*”),LineStyle(kDashed)) ;
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Operations on specific to composite pdfs

• Tree printing mode of workspace reveals component structure  

–

– Can also make input files for GraphViz visualization

w.pdf(“sum”)->Print(“t”);
  RooAddPdf::sum[ g1frac * g1 + g2frac * g2 + [%] * argus ] = 0.0687785  

      RooGaussian::g1[ x=x mean=mean1 sigma=sigma ] = 0.135335

      RooGaussian::g2[ x=x mean=mean2 sigma=sigma ] = 0.011109

      RooArgusBG::argus[ m=x m0=k c=9 p=0.5 ] = 0

w.pdf(“sum”)->graphVizTree(“myfile.dot”);
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Time for Exercises!

31

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013RooFitExercises

and solve exercise 3 
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RooBMixDecay

RooPolynomial

RooHistPdf

RooArgusBG

RooGaussian

Products of uncorrelated p.d.f.s

RooProdPdf*
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• Goodness-of-fit broad issue in statistics in general, will just 
focus on a few specific tools implemented in RooFit here
• For one-dimensional fits, a χ2 is usually the right thing to do

– Some tools implemented in RooPlot to be able to calculate χ2/ndf  of 
curve w.r.t data 
double chi2 = frame->chisquare(nFloatParam);

– Also tools exists to plot residual and pull distributions from curve and 
histogram in a RooPlot

frame->makePullHist();
frame->makeResidHist();

How do you know if your fit was ‘good’
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• What about the validity of the error?
– Distribution of error from simulated 

experiments is difficult to interpret…
– We don’t have equivalent of 

Nsig(generated) for the error

• Solution: look at the pull distribution

– Definition:

– Properties of pull:
• Mean is 0 if there is no bias

• Width is 1 if error is correct

– In this example: no bias, correct error
within statistical precision of study

Fit Validation Study – The pull distribution

σ(Nsig)

                   pull(Nsig)
34
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Composition of p.d.f.s

• RooFit pdf building blocks do not require variables as input, just 
real-valued functions
– Can substitute any variable with a function expression in parameters and/or 

observables

– Example: Gaussian with shifting mean

– No assumption made in function on a,b,x,y being observables or 
parameters, any combination will work

  w.factory(“expr::mean(‘a*y+b’,y[-10,10],a[0.7],b[0.3])”) ;
  w.factory(“Gaussian::g(x[-10,10],mean,sigma[3])”) ;
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Time for Exercises!

36

Put in practice the concepts to which you were just 
exposed: read the instructions here

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/
RootIRMMTutorial2013RooFitExercises

and solve exercise 4 
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RooFit Summary

• We have learned how to build a RooFit model which 
can then be used to fit observed data sets.

• We have also learned about the workspace class 
which can be used to: 
–build models with the factory syntax
–storing and sharing the models for further use (e.g. 

combination of results)

• We will briefly see now how this functionality will be 
used by the RooStats statistical framework

37
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Introduction to RooStats

38

ROOT Training at IRMM
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RooStats

39

• Goals of RooStats: 
–Provide a common framework for statistical calculations

• work on arbitrary models and datasets
• implement most accepted techniques 

– frequentists, Bayesian and likelihood based tools
• possible to easy compare different statistical methods 
• provide utility for combinations of results
• using same tools across experiments facilities combinations of 

results

• Common Purposes:
–estimation of confidence (credible) intervals 

• multi-dimensional contours or just a lower/higher limit
–hypothesis tests: evaluation of p-value for one or multiple 

hypotheses (discovery significance)
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RooStats Design

• C++ classes and interfaces mapping statistical concepts
– Calculators for interval estimation  (based on the Likelihood, 

Bayesian or Frequentist statistics)
– Calculator for hypothesis test (Likelihood or Frequentist). 
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Example: Bayesian Analysis 

• RooStats provides classes for
– marginalize posterior and estimate credible 

interval 

– support for different integration algorithms:
• adaptive (numerical) 
• MC integration 
• Markov-Chain

– can work with models with many parameters 
(e.g few hundreds)

Bayes Theorem

nuisance  parameters
marginalization posterior probability

likelihood function prior probability 

normalisation term

POI data

P (µ|x) =
R

L(x|µ, ⌫)⇧(µ, ⌫)d⌫RR
L(x|µ, ⌫)⇧(µ, ⌫)dµd⌫
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Example: Hypothesis Tests

• Frequentist hypothesis test in RooStats
• Example: Compute discovery significance

– we need to define first:
• null hypothesis: no signal, background only
• alternate hypothesis:  signal is present with background
• test statistics: a function of the data needed to compute the p-values 

(e.g. a χ2 or a likelihood-ratio).

– generate pseudo-experiments
for the null and alternate model to
get the test statistics distributions

– from the observed data value of
the test statistics:
• compute p-value for the null-model

(p0)
• translate in a discovery significance

42
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Example: Significance of Discovery

• Performing the tests for different mass hypotheses 
(i.e  different signal models)
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Summary

• We have learned about RooFit and RooStats and 
how they can be used for advanced statistical data 
analysis like
–parameter estimation for a given model including 

confidence intervals
–hypothesis testing for estimating the significance of a 

discovery
• These are the tools currently used by the LHC 

experiments to produce their final results: 
–Observation of Higgs Boson by the ATLAS and CMS 

experiments
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Does the load on your 8-core machine look 
like this during your analysis session?
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What would be needed to make it look 
like this?
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Just one extra command

TProof::Open(“”)
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What is PROOF?

• A system for running ROOT queries in parallel on a large 
number of distributed computers or many-core machines.

• PROOF is designed to be a transparent, scalable and 
adaptable extension of the local interactive ROOT analysis 
session.

• Extends the interactive model to long running “interactive 
batch” queries.

• Uses xrootd for data access and communication 
infrastructure.

• For optimal CPU load it needs fast data access (SSD, disk, 
network) as queries are often I/O bound.

• Can also be used for pure CPU bound tasks like toy Monte 
Carlo’s for systematic studies or complex fits.
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The PROOF Approach
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File catalog

Master

Scheduler

Storage

CPU’s

Query

PROOF query:
data file list, mySelector.C

Feedback,
merged final output

PROOF cluster

•  Cluster perceived as extension of local PC
•  Same macro and syntax as in local session
•  More dynamic use of resources
•  Real-time feedback
•  Automatic splitting and merging
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Multi-Tier Architecture

7

Adapts to wide area 
virtual clusters

Geographically separated 
domains, heterogeneous 

machines

Network performance
Less important VERY important

Optimize for data locality or high bandwidth data server access
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From PROOF
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ROOT 
Client/
PROOF 

ROOT 
Client

PROOF 
Master

PROOF 
Worker

PROOF 
Worker

PROOF 
Worker

xrootd/
xpd

xrootd/
xpd

xrootd/
xpd

xrootd/
xpd

TCP/IP

Unix Socket

Node
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To PROOF Lite

9

ROOT 
Client/
PROOF 

PROOF 
Worker

PROOF 
Worker

PROOF 
Worker

Unix Socket

Node
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What is PROOF Lite?

• PROOF optimized for single many-core machines.
• Zero configuration setup (no config files and no daemons).
• Workers are processes and not threads for added 

robustness.
• Like PROOF it can exploit fast disks, SSD’s, lots of RAM, 

fast networks and fast CPU’s.
• Once your analysis runs on PROOF Lite it will also run on 

PROOF.
• Works with exactly the same user code as PROOF.

10
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How Can I Use PROOF Lite

• Get rid of your own event loop.
• Coding your own event loop is error prone anyway.
• Use the TSelector framework.
• Let ROOT make the event loop, it knows how to do it
• Use properly split TTree’s for fast access
• Compile your code on-the-fly with ACliC
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PROOF Lite Sample Session
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void go_ana(int aclic = 1)
{
   gROOT->ProcessLine(".L makeChain.C");
   TChain *chain = makeChain();

   Long64_t evtmax=2619000;
   gROOT->Time();
   if (aclic) chain->Process("TSelector_Ntuple_Zee.C+","",evtmax);
   else       chain->Process("TSelector_Ntuple_Zee.C", "",evtmax);
}
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void go_ana(int aclic = 1)
{
   gROOT->ProcessLine(".L makeChain.C");
   TChain *chain = makeChain();

   TProof::Open(“”);
   chain->SetProof();

   Long64_t evtmax=2619000;
   gROOT->Time();
   if (aclic) chain->Process("TSelector_Ntuple_Zee.C+","",evtmax);
   else       chain->Process("TSelector_Ntuple_Zee.C", "",evtmax);
}
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The ROOT Data Model
Trees & Selectors
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preselection analysis
Ok

Output list

Process()

Branch

Branch

Branch

BranchLeaf Leaf

Leaf Leaf Leaf

Leaf Leaf

Event n

Read needed parts only

Chain

Loop over events

1 2 n last

Terminate()
- Finalize analysis

 (fitting, ...)

Begin()
- Create histograms
- Define output list
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TSelector - User Code
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// Abbreviated version
class TSelector : public TObject {
protected:
    TList *fInput;
    TList *fOutput;
public
    void   Notify(TTree*);  
    void   Begin(TTree*);
    void   SlaveBegin(TTree *);
    Bool_t Process(int entry);
    void   SlaveTerminate();
    void   Terminate();
};
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TSelector::Process()
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   ...
   ...
   // select event
   b_nlhk->GetEntry(entry);         if (nlhk[ik] <= 0.1)    return kFALSE;
   b_nlhpi->GetEntry(entry);        if (nlhpi[ipi] <= 0.1)  return kFALSE;
   b_ipis->GetEntry(entry); ipis--; if (nlhpi[ipis] <= 0.1) return kFALSE;
   b_njets->GetEntry(entry);        if (njets < 1)          return kFALSE;
   
   // selection made, now analyze event
   b_dm_d->GetEntry(entry);         //read branch holding dm_d
   b_rpd0_t->GetEntry(entry);       //read branch holding rpd0_t
   b_ptd0_d->GetEntry(entry);       //read branch holding ptd0_d

   //fill some histograms
   hdmd->Fill(dm_d);
   h2->Fill(dm_d,rpd0_t/0.029979*1.8646/ptd0_d);
   ...
   ...
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The Packetizer

• The packetizer is the heart of the system
• It runs on the client/master and hands out work to the 

workers
• The packetizer takes data locality and storage type 

into account
• Tries to avoid storage device overload
• It makes sure all workers end at the same time

17

Pull architecture
workers ask for work, no complex worker state in the 

master
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PROOF Pull Technology Avoids Long 
Tails

• In push approach last job determines the total 
execution time

• Basically a Landau distribution
• Example:
• Total expected time 20h, target 1h
• 20 sub-jobs, 1h +/- 5%

18

Time of slowest sub-job

Long tails, e.g. 15% > 4h

10000 toy experiments
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PROOF Lite Performance
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SSD’s 10x times faster
than HDD in concurrent
read


